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There are three mega-trends in world affairs that I see as "signs of the times".  They 
point me to the wonderful story in the Bible of the four lepers, a prophet, the blinding 
of eyes, the opening of eyes and an unexpected abundance in the midst of despair. 
 
In the up-coming revised 2nd edition of my book "The Radical Gospel of the 
Kingdom" I open the first chapter with three major trends that reveal to me the signs 
of the time.  What is the use of a book on eschatology or as we say "end times" 
prophecy worth if you do not interpret the signs of the times....but you need to see the 
right signs and what they mean. 
 
The mistake all writers on prophecy make is to sensationalize media headlines with 
the hope of selling more books with wild predictions of imminent doom...because that 
sells books...but in the last 50 years none have come to pass.  
 
But for today's blog I want to give you good news....and bad news.  Both are tied to 
the signs of the times. And their meaning and interpretation are illustrated for me in a 
wonderful story found in 2 Kings 6&7.  And those two chapters are your reading and 
meditation assignment for this weekend. 
 
I am going to give you a very brief peek into the three mega-trends of the coming 
decades and then I want you to inject those trends into the story of the prophet Elisha, 
the attacks of the enemy on Israel, the opening of spiritual eyes to see the great army 
of heaven around us, the blinding of the enemy and the march of four lepers from 
starvation and poverty to overwhelming abundance. 
 
I am hoping and praying that you will see in the midst of the difficult times ahead 
when we feel a lot of times like hope is lost and we are surrounded by evil and we are 
hungry and poor....there is victory ahead and a supernatural abundance. And yes all 
this from just seeing three mega trends now playing out on the word stage in the years 
to come. 
 
My three mega-trends are encapsulated in three statements backed up by trends 
analysis: 
 
1) All over the world things are getting better 
2) All over the world things are getting worse 
3) All over the world the Spirit is moving. 
 
To get the full picture you will have to download the book when I post it but let me 
just give you and indication of each of these. Now remember what I am asking you to 
do.  Look at these three trends and then this weekend take some time to read the story 



of Elisha and the troubles and victory of Israel in 2 Kings chapters 6&7.  And be 
encouraged at what lies ahead for us and God's people. 
 
A.  All over the world things are getting better.... 
 
While some people glorify the past, one of the big facts of economic history is that 
until quite recently a significant part of the world population has lived under quite 
miserable conditions – and this has been true throughout most of human history. But 
life is getting better all over the world. Hans Rosling in his book "Factfulness" gives 
some great trend stats: 
- Every day some 200,000 people around the world are lifted above the $2 per day 
poverty line while more than 300,000 people per day are getting access to water and 
electricity for the first time. 
- China in the last 40 years has lifted 600 million people out of extreme poverty to 
middle class comfort. 
- Life expectancy is rising everywhere from the average of 35-46 years in all ages past 
roght through to the 1800's it is now at 70 word wide and above 80 in the west. 
- Child mortality of deaths before 5 years of age are falling everywhere. 
- Global income equality is going down. 
-  Conflicts, crime and violence are all trending down every year. 
- Nutrition and health are improving. In ages past average daily calorie intake wass 
about 1500, today world average is 2,300 and above 3,100 in the industrialized world.  
Food is more abundant and cheaper than at any time in history.l 
 
All over the world technology is disrupting power structures. 
 
I know people like to think the Antichrist is going to rule all over the world but here is 
the reality.  Stop believing the devil’s propaganda.  He might be dreaming about that 
but God has given us technologies that have proven the David’s will kill the Goliaths. 
Bill Gates and Steve Jobs did it to IBM, Bezos and Amazon did it to the retail 
industry, Uber to the taxi industry, Skype to the huge telco monopolies, Airbnb did it 
to the hotel industry, Bitcoin and Blockchain are doing it to the banking industries 
with many more to follow.  
 
All over the world knowledge is increasing and people and things are getting connected. 
 
The internet is the great revolution that is connecting the whole world.  And when 
Elon Musk gets his 12,000 Starlink satellites in space and Bezos his similar Artemis 
satellites by the thousands and 5 other mega satellite groups also launch then internet 
connectivity will be available to all people everywhere at all time for minimal costs 
for megabit per second download speeds.  
 
Knowledge is free now everywhere.  In great abundance. Knowledge empowers the 
poor and delivers from ignorance.  Yes there will be a lot of “fake news” and 
nonsense and lies and dirt out there…but so will streams of living water to enlighten 
the truth seekers.  The world is moving to a place of where everyone can have access 
to knowledge everywhere. 
 
But this technology, wealth, health and knowledge revolution is leading to major disruptions 
that is leading to the collapse of the word order as we know it.  I pick out just one: 
Demographics....the coming population collapse and with it economies and nation states. 



 
B.  All over the world the old world order will collapse... 
 

 
  



Take a close look at this chart....it predicts the inevitable collapse of nations and 
economies. The "TFR" you see on the right means Total Fertility Rate.  To replace 
your population at current levels you need every 1000 women to bring 2100 babies 
into the world.  When you see a figure of 1,74 it means that countries women are only 
bringing in 1740 children for every 1000 women.  Now look down the chart at the 
trend from 2017 to 2018.  Do see that the overall trend is not an increase in children 
per 1000 but an increasing downward trend. 
 
Every country below 2,10 is dying. The rate of death is determined by how far below 
2,10 they are.  South Korea where each woman is only producing one child, the death 
of the nation is in sight and already beyond stopping.   
 
Why are these nations dying?  Sociologists know the answer....the abundance of the 
economic and technological revolution of trend 1 above.  Here is the death of nations 
statistic that is at the bottom of this dynamic...the average age that people are getting 
married: 
Italy:  men at age 35  women at age 31,8 
Netherlands:  Men at age 34.3  women at age 32.3 
Ireland:  Men at age 33.4  women ate age 31.5. 
Japan:  Men at 30.8 and women at 29.4 
 
Meaning young people in any developed country in the world whether east or west are 
not interested in marriage or children. These are burdens and encumbrances to a life 
of travel, adventure, career development and conspicuous consumption. 
 
Now here is the death blow to economies and eventually the nation state: 
- without a steady stream of replacement babies there are no future workers  
- with declining amount of workers there will be declining income tax receipts 
- there will be declining consumer consumption. 
- with a very fast rising older population of above 65's there are no young people to 
care for the elderly, to provide for the elderly. 
 
China is desperately trying to reverse their one child policy...but to no avail.  The new 
breed of tech savvy and career oriented consumer youngsters have seen the light....life 
is more fun without the burdens of either marriage or children. 
 
Add the new "gay" culture into the mix and you have a no children and no future for 
the current world system as we know it.  The governments around the world are trying 
to paper over the cracks in the collapsing worker supply, tax receipts and consumer 
spending by literally printing money at zero interest and mass immigration.  But what 
lies ahead is mass inflation of worthless fiat money and the destruction of national 
cultural history. 
 
The further problem the nations of the developed world have is that even the children 
they do produce are very difficult to civilize.  They are raised in a culture of social 
media where narcissism and entitlement mentality are inculcated at an early age and 
the avoidance of work, self discipline and immoral behavior are the order of the day. 
 
Which brings me to the really great third trend of our age.... 
 



C. All over the world the Spirit is moving... 
 
I have many stats I can call on regarding the wonderful outpouring of the Holy Spirit 
all over the world but let me just give you one sign of the times that the authoritative 
British international magazine the Economist made in an article several years back. 
 
They have been following the cultural phenomenon of world Pentecostalism for some 
time and done a number of articles on it.  Their prediction on current world trend was 
that by 2025 the number of Pentecostal Christians in the world would be 800 million. 
Or out of every 10 people on planet earth...one would be a Pentecostal Christian.: 
 

Global Pentecostalism 

Ecstasy and exodus 

Jan 23rd 2016 | LETTERKENNY, IRELAND Counting Pentecostals Worldwide 

 
Quote… 

Todd Johnson of America’s Centre for the Study of Global Christianity reckons that as of 
2010, these charismatic worshippers amounted to a quarter of the world’s 2.3 billion 
Christians; by 2025 he expects their number to reach 800m (see chart). It is often noted by 
religion-watchers that Christianity globally is becoming more southern and exuberant. But 
the success of Pentecostalism and its imitators also highlights a more subtle point: the need 
for a kind of religion that is flexible enough to suit people in transit, whether between the 
southern hemisphere and the northern, between the countryside and the city, or between 
poverty and wealth. 

 
So here is your reading assignment this weekend. read the wonderful story of Elisha 
and the troublesome time for Israel surrounded by enemies and note the following: 
 
Elisha's servant was discouraged at the host of the Syrians against them. But Elisha 
said hey my brother you are not getting the right picture here...and he prayed Lord 
open his eyes that he may see...and the servant saw the hills around them filled with 
the armies of heaven. 



 
And then move onto that wonderful story of the Israelites holed up in the city 
surrounded by the enemy and they are starving behind the walls....and then outside the 
city walls four lepers decided enough is enough, we know where there is food....and 
they came on the enemy camp, deserted with piles of food and treasures left intact by 
an enemy who ran away from the sound of God's army. 
 
I want you to be encouraged this weekend.  It is tough times here in South Africa and 
it will be tougher next year.  In Zimbabwe across our border the news report from the 
UN is that hunger disaster is now upon that poor land. 
 
The eyes of God's people are not yet opened.  They don't see the real signs of the 
times.  They are blinded by theologies of defeat....the Antichrist is coming, world 
government is coming, the mark of the beast is coming, we need to escape, what can 
we do.  Behind theological walls of bad teaching,  lack of vision unable to see the 
army of heaven around us and an enemy that is fleeing and has left behind a mountain 
of wealth and provision that the Lord has stored up for His people. 
 
The word system is dying.  They are the lepers whose limbs are starting to fall off.  
They have no future because the end result of sin and rebellion against the Lord is 
death.  The death of families is the inevitable death of nations and economies.  That 
death is now inevitable. 
 
But for we God's people...we are the only community of the world that is growing. 
Not only are we getting back to the foundation of church growth, families and 
evangelism but we are raising our children to be warriors for the kingdom to possess 
the future. 
 
Look at all the wealth the unrighteous have accumulated for us: 
- the entire knowledge base of human civilization is now being freely accumulated by 
the tech revolution and will be handed on to us and our children. 
- the entire satellite world internet and communications systems are being built to put 
God's people in touch with each other and as the ungodly die out we inherit it all. 
- all the world's sports stadiums will be our future praise and worship centers. 
- all the accumulated gold and silver of the world in the vaults of the world central 
banks will be our to inherit. 
- all the high speed rail systems in China and the modern new cities that the 
government is building there that are standing empty will belong to the Christians of 
China and their children. 
- the great modern metropolises of Dubai and the UAE nations will be inherited by 
the people of God. 
 
Why? because we will save the lost into the Kingdom and we will raise out children 
and families to inherit and rebuild the waste places. 
 
Rise up my fellow lepers and march to the enemy....why sit we here in church doing 
nothing except waiting for the Lord to come when just over the hill the abundance of 
the world is ours for the taking and nobody is there to inherit it.  But don't worry Jesus 
has a secret plan that will shock the world....the meek will inherit the earth! 


